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Synthesis of citrate-stabilised silver nanoparticles 
Silver nitrate was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Sodium citrate dihydrate was acquired from Fisher 

Scientific. Citrate-stabilised silver was formed in a round-bottom flask equipped with a condenser as follows: 

1 L of 1-mM silver nitrate in water was brought to reflux while stirring. Five millilitres of 1-M sodium citrate 

was added all at once, and reflux and stirring were continued for 30 min. The yellow suspension was 

removed from heat, and stirring was continued until cool. The citrate-stabilised silver nanoparticles were 

filtered through a 0.2-µm filter (Corning) and then stored at 4 °C away from light until further use.[1] 

Saturation adsorbed mass of macromolecules on nanoparticles 
Previously published values of saturated or plateau adsorbed mass for the macromolecule and nanoparticle 

types used in this study are provided in Table S1 for comparison to those obtained here. The adsorbed masses 

determined in this study were in some cases lower than the saturated amount expected from the reported 

adsorption isotherms, but we note that differences in the particle properties (e.g. size, aggregation state, 

shape, crystallinity), polymer molecular weight and polydispersity, and suspension conditions used (ionic 

strength, pH) can all contribute to differences in adsorption. In this study, the adsorption was performed in 

1 mM NaHCO3 at pH 7. 
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Table S1. Reported saturation adsorbed mass for materials used in this study 

Reported saturation adsorbed mass values are approximated from the plateau region of the adsorption isotherm when not explicitly reported. When 

originally reported in units of milligrams per gram, values are converted to milligrams per square metre using the reported specific surface area or that 

calculated from the material density and reported particle size. For the HA on Ag-cit, total mass of HA was estimated from the reported mass (as 

carbon) by estimating ~50 wt% carbon. 

Coating 
type 

NP 
type 

Adsorbed mass in this study (mg 
m–2) 

Reported saturation adsorbed mass 
(mg m–2) 

Material properties and suspension conditions used in 
referenced study 

HA TiO2 0.18 
0.3–0.65[2] pH 7 

0.3[3] pH not reported 

HA Ag-cit 1.97 4[4] Suwannee River humic acid; pH 7 

HA C60 5.38 
0.5–1[5] Peat humic acid; pH 7 

15.8[6] pH 3.2; I = 10 mM 

PAA TiO2 0.04 

0.3–0.6[7] MW = 10 000 or 120 000; pH 3 or 9.5 

0.1–0.5[8] MW = 4000; pH 4.5 or 9.8 

0.2[9] MW = 60 000 ; ‘natural pH’, 1 mM NaCl 
PAA Ag-cit b.d. n/a  
PAA C60 b.d. n/a  

BSA TiO2 0.27 
2.2[10] pH 5; I = 154 mM 

1.7[11] pH 7.3; I = 10 mM 
BSA Ag-cit 2.9 8[12] Ag (without citrate); pH 7; I = 10 mM 
BSA C60 b.d. n/a  
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Effect of particle size on electrophoretic mobility 
When the ratio of particle size to Debye length (κa, where κ is the Debye parameter and a is the particle 

radius) lies within the limits of the Hückel and Smoluchowski approximations (i.e. 1 < κa < 300), changes in 

particle size or aggregation can affect the electrophoretic mobility according to the Henry function (f(κa)), 

which can be approximated as follows[13]: 
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The electrophoretic mobility (μ or EPM) is 
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where ε is the dielectric constant of the dispersion medium, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, η is the viscosity 

of the dispersion medium and ζ is the zeta potential of the particle. Assuming the surface charge and ζ of the 

hard particle surface remain unchanged upon aggregation or disaggregation, the change in the magnitude of 

the electrophoretic mobility, |μ| due solely to aggregation state (without considering the charged coating) will 

be proportional to the change in f(κa). The calculated f(κa) using the number-averaged hydrodynamic size by 

dynamic light scattering is reported in Table S2 and compared to the measured change in |μ| for the coated 

nanoparticles. The size change is insufficient to explain the measured change in |μ| except for BSA-coated 

TiO2, suggesting that the change in |μ| is primarily attributable to the charge and hydrodynamic properties of 

the adsorbed coating rather than to changes in nanoparticle aggregation state. 
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Table S2. Effect of particle size on electrophoretic mobility 

Number average particle hydrodynamic diameter measured by dynamic light scattering 

Particle type 
Particle 

hydrodynamic 
diameter (nm) 

Measured particle 
EPM (μ) at 1-mM 

ionic strength 
(µm cm V–1 s–1) 

f(ka) at 1-
mM ionic 
strength 

Change in |μ| relative to 
bare particle |μ| due to 
change in particle size 

(from f(κa)) 

Measured 
change in |μ| 

relative to bare 
particle |μ| 

TiO2 132 –1.94 1.19   
Ag-Citrate 99 –3.74 1.16   
C60 204 –0.83 1.26   
TiO2 + HA 103 –2.84 1.17 –2% +46% 
Ag + HA 165 –2.17 1.23 +6% –42% 
C60 + HA 50 –2.01 1.09 –14% +142% 
TiO2 + PAA 183 –2.70 1.19 +0.1% +39% 
Ag + PAA 228 –1.37 1.28 +10% –63% 
C60 + PAA 87 –1.75 1.15 –9% +111% 
TiO2 + BSA 439 –2.17 1.36 +14% +12% 
Ag + BSA 58 –1.82 1.10 –5% –51% 
C60 + BSA 108 –1.41 1.18 –7% +70% 
 

Macromolecule molecular weight distributions by size exclusion chromatography with multi-angle 
laser light scattering (SEC-MALLS) 

Molecular weight distributions for the macromolecules used in this study were determined by SEC-MALLS. 

Concentration (by refractive index) and the simultaneously determined weight-average molecular weight (by 

MALLS) are plotted against the elution time. HA exhibits a broad peak, indicating its high polydispersity; 

the weight-average molecular weight is 60 000 g mol–1 (Fig. S1). BSA consists primarily of monomers 

eluting at ~13.6 min, as well as a smaller concentration of BSA dimers eluting at ~12 min (Fig. S2). 
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Fig. S1. SEC-MALLS elution profile of humic acid used in this study. The dashed curve indicates the refractive index 

peaks of humic acid eluting from the SEC column. The blue curve is the simultaneous estimate of weight-average 

molecular weight, Mw, based on multi-angle laser light scattering measurements. 

 

 

 

Fig. S2. SEC-MALLS elution profile of bovine serum albumin used in this study. The dashed curve indicates the 

refractive index peaks of bovine serum albumin eluting from the SEC column. The blue curve is the simultaneous 

estimate of weight-average molecular weight, Mw, based on multi-angle laser light scattering measurements. 
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Soft particle electrokinetic model 

The coating properties are obtained by applying a soft particle electrokinetic model to fit electrophoretic 

mobility data for the bare and coated particles over a range of ionic strengths. Three coating parameters are 

obtained: layer thickness (d), volume charge density (N) and permeability or softness (λ–1). 

The model follows the formalism introduced by Ohshima[14] and describes the coated particle system as 

follows. A hard (impermeable) particle core with radius (a) and surface charge density (σ) is coated with a 

polymer or polyelectrolyte with unit charge (Z). The bulk solvent has relative permittivity (εrr) and viscosity 

(η), and contains i = 1,…, Nel species of mobile electrolytes, with unit charge (zi), molar concentration (ci) or 

number concentration (ni) and ionic strength (I) (or Debye parameter κ). 

The governing fundamental equations are the Navier–Stokes and continuity equations for incompressible 

fluid flow around the particle, with the potential profile defined by the Poisson–Boltzmann equation.[14–16] 

The flow equations for the fluid and mobile electrolyte are as follows: 
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where )(ru 
 is the liquid velocity at radial position r , p is the pressure, ψ is the electric potential, Nel is the 

mobile electrolyte charge density, k is the friction coefficient for the polyelectrolyte layer, i  is the drag 

coefficient of the ith mobile ion and μi is the electrochemical potential of the ith mobile ion. The superscript 

(0) denotes equilibrium conditions (e.g. counter-ion distribution in the absence of an electric field) and δ 

denotes perturbations from equilibrium due to application of the electric field (polarisation and relaxation 

effects). The equilibrium potential profile ψ(0) is given by the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, and the drag 

coefficient i  = |zi|eF/λi
0, where e is the elementary charge, F is Faraday’s constant and λi

0 is the limiting 

conductivity (5.01 mS m2 mol–1 for Na+ and 7.63 mS m2 mol–1 for Cl–). Boundary conditions for the Poisson–

Boltzmann equation are specified to be zero potential far from the particle, and either (1) constant potential 

or (2) constant charge (establishing the slope of the potential profile) at the particle surface. For the flow 

equations, fluid velocity is zero at the hard particle surface and is expressed in terms of the electrophoretic 

mobility far from the particle surface. 
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Analytical solutions (which require assumptions on particle size, particle surface charge, coating 

thickness, homogeneity of the coating segment distribution, and polarisation or relaxation effects) have been 

obtained by Ohshima.[14,17] Because charged nanoparticles with potentially high charge density are used in 

this study, an ‘exact’ numerical model is required. Here, we used the MPEK program[16] provided by 

Dr Reghan Hill but maintain the assumption that the coating has homogeneous charge and segment 

distribution. Other numerical approaches are also available.[15,18] 

The experimental electrophoretic mobility data are fitted using an iterative least-squares method to obtain 

layer parameters. Uncertainty or polydispersity in the bare particle size distribution are expected to affect 

electrophoretic mobility by at most ~15% according to the Henry function (Table S2), and model fitting has 

been shown to be relatively insensitive to particle polydispersity.[19] However, other sources of uncertainty 

exist. Adsorbed layers on the particles may not be homogeneous, violating assumptions taken when using the 

model. Non-uniformity of the polymer segment distribution, e.g. due to high surface curvature of 

nanoparticles, can be important.[20] Although segment density profiles can be incorporated into numerical 

electrokinetic models,[15,16] this would require an additional fitting parameter. Here, three parameters (layer 

thickness, charge density and permeability) were obtained together, as has been shown previously.[19,21,22] 

Statistical uncertainty in the three-parameter model can be significant, so a sensitivity analysis was 

performed as described by Louie et al.[23] 

Sensitivity analysis of fitted layer thicknesses 

The sensitivity of the electrokinetic model to layer thickness was assessed for each fitted parameter set to 

determine the confidence in the model fit, following the method presented by Brun et al.[24] and applied to the 

electrokinetic model by Louie et al.[23] The mean-square average (δd
msqr) of the sensitivity of the 

electrophoretic mobility to layer thickness is computed over the range of data (ionic strengths) measured, 

using Eqn S5. The model is represented by outputs (electrophoretic mobility) ηi where i = (1, 2, …, n) for n 

observations (ionic strengths), and the best fit parameter set is θj where j represents the parameter of interest 

(e.g. layer thickness). 
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The sensitivity at each data point (sij) is calculated as follows: 
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where νij is the derivative of the modelled electrophoretic mobility with respect to parameter j, taken at the 

best fit parameter set θ0. Here, the derivative is computed using a linear approximation between ηi(θj0) and 

ηi(1.1θj0), holding the other two parameters at their best fit values. Δθj and SCi are scaling factors on the 

parameter θ and the electrophoretic mobility respectively. Values of Δθj = 1 nm and SCi = |ηi(θ0)| are chosen 

for consistency in comparison against results reported in Louie et al.[23] The sensitivity indices calculated for 

each system are reported in Table S3. Sensitivity indices were shown to be a reasonable surrogate to assess 

identifiability of layer thickness for this model. 

 
Table S3. Sensitivity indices for fitted layer thickness of coated NP systems 

Particle type δd
msqr 

TiO2 + HA 0.02 
Ag + HA 0.004 
C60 + HA 0.02 
TiO2 + PAA 0.03 
Ag + PAA 0.04 
C60 + PAA 0.03 
TiO2 + BSA 0.03 
Ag + BSA 0.005 
C60 + BSA 0.03 

 

For the electrokinetic model, δd
msqr values lower than 0.009 indicate poor sensitivity of the model (non-

identifiable layer thickness), whereas cases with identifiable layer thicknesses generally have δd
msqr values 

higher than ~0.06.[23] Therefore, confidence in the estimates for Ag coated with HA and BSA is poor, and the 

layer thicknesses are likely overestimated. Conditional likelihood regions were also plotted (not shown) to 

more rigorously assess the extent of the uncertainty in layer thickness at 80 and 95% confidence intervals 

(based on the standard deviation in the experimental electrophoretic mobility data). These plots also indicate 

that the layer thickness estimates using this method are unreliable for the coated Ag and C60 particles, with 

uncertainty in layer thickness only bounded for the coated TiO2 particles. 
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Correlation equation for single-collector contact efficiency (η0) 

The single-collector contact efficiency equation by Tufenkji and Elimelech was used to calculate η0 for the 

attachment efficiency equation[25]: 

1 0.081 0.715 0.052 1.675 0.125 0.24 1.11 0.0533
0 2.4 0.55 0.22s R Pe dW s R A R G dWA N N N A N N N N N        (S8) 

where As is a porosity-dependent parameter, NR is the aspect ratio, NPe is the Peclet number, NvdW is the van 

der Waals number, NA is the attraction number and NG is the gravity number. The reader is referred to the 

work by Tufenkji and Elimelech for definitions of these dimensionless parameters.[25] 

Semi-empirical correlation of attachment efficiency (α) 

Briefly, Phenrat et al.[21] derived a dimensionless number using the Buckingham-Π approach based on an 

analysis of several sets of attachment efficiency data for coated nanoparticles, NLEK: 

2
p M s a p

LEK
W

d d u N
N

M





  (S9) 

where dp is the particle diameter, dM is the adsorbed layer thickness (Table 1), us is the porewater velocity in 

the column, Γ is the surface concentration of adsorbed macromolecule (Table 1), Na is Avagadro’s number, 

ρp is coating density, µ is viscosity and MW is the coating molecular weight (Table 1). NLEK represents both 

electrosteric repulsions and decreased frictional forces that arise when coatings are on the surface of a 

particle. The corresponding empirical equation including this dimensionless number is a predicted 

attachment value (αpre)[21]: 

1.35 0.39 1.17 0.10
110pre LO E LEKN N N     (S10) 

We emphasise that the utility of this approach was likely hindered by the poor certainty in layer thickness 

estimates obtained by fitting the soft particle electrokinetic model and the lack of alternative methods to 

obtain layer thickness, resulting in a poor ability to quantify steric or electrosteric interactions. 

Particle size distributions by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

Uncoated and coated particle DLS measurements were taken on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, 

Southborough, MA) and fitted using a non-negative least-squares (NNLS) algorithm to obtain size 

distributions. Size distributions for TiO2, Ag and C60 are respectively shown in Figs S3, S4 and S5. 
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Fig. S3. Dynamic light scattering measurements of size distribution for uncoated TiO2 particles, and those coated with 

humic acid, poly(acrylic acid) and bovine serum albumin. Both number (top) and intensity (bottom) distributions are 

given. Particle diameter was determined by fitting multiple exponentials to the correlation function to obtain the 

distribution of particle sizes using a non-negative least-squares algorithm. 

 

Fig. S4. Dynamic light scattering measurements of size distribution for Ag-citrate particles, and those coated with 

humic acid, poly(acrylic acid) and bovine serum albumin. Both number (top) and intensity (bottom) distributions are 

given. Particle diameter was determined by fitting multiple exponentials to the correlation function to obtain the 

distribution of particle sizes using a non-negative least-squares algorithm. 
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Fig. S5. Dynamic light scattering measurements of size distribution for uncoated C60 particles, and those coated with 

humic acid, poly(acrylic acid) and bovine serum albumin. Both number (top) and intensity (bottom) distributions are 

given. Particle diameter was determined by fitting multiple exponentials to the correlation function to obtain the 

distribution of particle sizes using a non-negative least-squares algorithm. 

Consideration of attachment efficiency correlations 

Correlations were attempted between attachment efficiency and individual or multiple particle and adsorbed 

layer properties that were measured in this study. Specifically, αexp is plotted against the coated particle 

number-average diameter (Fig. S6), electrophoretic mobility (Fig. S7), surface layer thickness estimated 

using the soft particle electrokinetic model (Fig. S8) and surface layer concentration (Fig. S9). Lines of best 

fit were determined for each case; poor correlations show that no single property assessed here could explain 

the attachment efficiency of the coated particles. The multi-parameter semi-empirical correlation[21] 

described above was also considered: attachment efficiencies predicted using this correlation are plotted 

against experimental attachment efficiencies (Fig. S10). This correlation failed to predict the experimental 

data and consistently underestimated particle attachment efficiency for the samples assessed in this study. 
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Fig. S6. Comparison of attachment efficiency calculated from column experiments with number-averaged diameter 

given by dynamic light scattering measurements. R2 value of 0.1 indicates a low correlation. Colours represent bare 

(white), humic acid- (light blue), PAA- (dark blue) and BSA-coated (green) particles. 

 

Fig. S7. Comparison of attachment efficiency calculated from column experiments with electrophoretic mobility. R2 

value of 0.01 indicates a very low correlation. Colours represent bare (white), humic acid- (light blue), PAA- (dark 

blue) and BSA-coated (green) particles. 
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Fig. S8. Comparison of attachment efficiency calculated from column experiments with surface layer thickness for 

coatings. R2 value of less than 0.01 indicates a very low correlation. Colours represent bare (white), humic acid- (light 

blue), PAA- (dark blue) and BSA-coated (green) particles. 

 

Fig. S9. Comparison of attachment efficiency calculated from column experiments with surface layer concentrations for 

coatings. R2 value of 0.33 indicates minimal correlation. Colours represent bare (white), humic acid- (light blue), PAA- 

(dark blue) and BSA-coated (green) particles. 
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Fig. S10. Attachment efficiencies predicted from a semi-empirical correlation (Alphapredicted) versus those 

experimentally determined in column experiments (Alphaexperimental). Colours represent bare (white), humic acid- (light 

blue), PAA- (dark blue) and BSA-coated (green) particles. 
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